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“IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR THE LOWDOWN ON PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS, THIS IS IT.”
—BILL CRIDER, AUTHOR OF THE TAUMAN SMITH MYSTERY SERIES
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“Not just an interesting read about private detective work, but a real life guide to what’s involved in this line of work.”
—Lee Spears, New York Times Bestselling author
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Synopsis

"Real-life private investigator Colleen Collins spills the beans." ~The Thrilling Detective
This second edition of "How Do Private Eyes Do That?" is a compilation of new and updated articles written by a real-life PI. Although some topics are specific to legalities in the United States, other topics are useful worldwide, such as the history of PIs; an investigator’s equipment and online techniques; conducting surveillances; how PIs work with cold crime scenes; case studies; writing tips for crafting plausible private eye characters and stories; glossary of PI terms; and lists of PI blogs, websites, training courses, and online magazines.

Audiences: Private investigators, mystery writers, armchair detectives, fans of the private-eye genre, and those curious about the real world of private eyes.
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Customer Reviews

How Do Private Eyes Do That? By Colleen Collins
This is a non-fiction book written for authors who want write their sleuths in a more true life manner. And who better to teach them the ways than a real-life PI. If you want to write about a PI or maybe think you have the desire to be one, there’s plenty of great information in this book. Information like teaching you what is needed to dumpster dive, and make sure you do it legally, to get the dirt on someone…and yourself. I found the book
invaluable. There are many links to helpful sites. Sites that help in everyday situations. Cyberstalkers and protecting your computer from them. Finding disposable emails for those sites you don’t want your main account flooded with. And much more. Definitely worth a read.

Terrific resource and a side benefit is that it generated more plot ideas. Additionally, the many resource links doubled the information provided in this book! Any writer who has any character detecting (not just a detective) will find this book a valuable tool. Can't wait until it comes out in print!

This is a great read, and very informative even if one is not a not a writer - like me. Colleen Collins has a wonderful sense of humor as well as being a fountain of knowledge. I don't know how she digs up her information!
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